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Abstract

Information is the asset for every enterprise today and researchers are working vigorously to develop top most software that are capable enough for providing cent percent security to the Enterprise Network. Varieties of security software are invented daily with each possessing some peculiarity. Examples include Norton Anti Virus, Firewalls, Intrusion Detection System, Intrusion Detection Expert System and many more. All these software have their advantages and disadvantages. But security being the most important criteria there can be no room for ignorance. Hence a new technology called Network Behavior Analysis is stepping into the security globe that not only incorporates positives of already prevailing software but even improves upon their shortcomings to provide better network security.

For the major project, our team is aiming to deploy a behavior based network analysis tool that will identify the user on to the network. The main advantage of USER IDENTIFICATION would be enhanced security and most importantly it will save the time of network administrators in troubleshooting.

In order to understand the ins and outs of the technology literature review was done extensively. Market/Economic Analysis clearly states the success of the technology in the upcoming years. As far as architecture implementation is concerned, the front end of the software tool has been designed in PHP while the back end is My SQL Database Server. The Programming Language used for Data Extraction is Perl while the data was collected with the help of Wireshark Network Analysing Tool.
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